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To contribute a spirits that poses no threat toTo contribute a spirits that poses no threat to
your equilibrium, creating the vibes that raisesyour equilibrium, creating the vibes that raises

the spirit in every settingthe spirit in every setting

  Mission & VisionMission & Vision
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Birthed from the need of physical therapy, DAWA™Birthed from the need of physical therapy, DAWA™

smoothly challenges a new standard of quality in wine.smoothly challenges a new standard of quality in wine.

After living through a car accident in 2001 and going yearsAfter living through a car accident in 2001 and going years

without treatment, in 2010 founder & Chief, SA-RA, waswithout treatment, in 2010 founder & Chief, SA-RA, was

introduced to the tradition of Guyanese winemaking byintroduced to the tradition of Guyanese winemaking by

his father. While sharing with his father about his need tohis father. While sharing with his father about his need to

alleviate the ongoing back pain he felt due to the accidentalleviate the ongoing back pain he felt due to the accident

years prior, his father then shared that he has ayears prior, his father then shared that he has a

traditional wine recipe that works as an Elixir*. During atraditional wine recipe that works as an Elixir*. During a

trip home to Guyana, he was then introduced to an eldertrip home to Guyana, he was then introduced to an elder

who is an herbalist + Master Distiller of wine. This was thewho is an herbalist + Master Distiller of wine. This was the

trip that lead to the awakening of a naturally fermentedtrip that lead to the awakening of a naturally fermented

wine used as a tonic to aid the body with instantwine used as a tonic to aid the body with instant

transformation. As an elder transition it's the nexttransformation. As an elder transition it's the next

generation's duty to keep the legacy alive, DAWA™,generation's duty to keep the legacy alive, DAWA™,

honors that process through the art of winemaking.honors that process through the art of winemaking.
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From toxicity to therapy, DAWA™ is a natural plant-based tonic that activates your spirit. With DAWA™ translating toFrom toxicity to therapy, DAWA™ is a natural plant-based tonic that activates your spirit. With DAWA™ translating to
"Elixir" in Swahili, all of its ingredients are sourced from the "World's Medicine Cabinet", the Amazon Rainforest region"Elixir" in Swahili, all of its ingredients are sourced from the "World's Medicine Cabinet", the Amazon Rainforest region

in Guyana for a refreshing experience. Hand-selected at harvest for potency, DAWA™ gains its rich character andin Guyana for a refreshing experience. Hand-selected at harvest for potency, DAWA™ gains its rich character and
sweet rainforest taste from tree barks that are rare and indigenous to the region. The natural fermentation process andsweet rainforest taste from tree barks that are rare and indigenous to the region. The natural fermentation process and
precise guidance of our master distiller contributes to the combination of our herbs and it's host of unique properties.precise guidance of our master distiller contributes to the combination of our herbs and it's host of unique properties.

The art of winemaking fused with the mastery of our Guyanese tradition, allows DAWA™ to achieve astonishingThe art of winemaking fused with the mastery of our Guyanese tradition, allows DAWA™ to achieve astonishing
benefits as a healthy, meditative, aphrodisiac that's suitable for any occasion and is compared to one.benefits as a healthy, meditative, aphrodisiac that's suitable for any occasion and is compared to one.
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Gross
$3.6K$3.6K

Wine SoldWine Sold
3 CASES3 CASES

AttendeesAttendees
2222
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As DAWA™ has a premiere product to test the market space, reviews boast of a "lifeAs DAWA™ has a premiere product to test the market space, reviews boast of a "life
changing experience" from the effects of this wine. With a growing waiting list fromchanging experience" from the effects of this wine. With a growing waiting list from
private dinner's of approximately 100+ attendees thus far, we can see in real timeprivate dinner's of approximately 100+ attendees thus far, we can see in real time
the demand of DAWA™ growing exponentially. To supply the demand ourthe demand of DAWA™ growing exponentially. To supply the demand our
production need to scale up greatly as well as our equipment, staff, packaging,production need to scale up greatly as well as our equipment, staff, packaging,
funding, branding & marketing.funding, branding & marketing.       

Upon scaling up, our objective is to not only supply the demand; it's to contribute toUpon scaling up, our objective is to not only supply the demand; it's to contribute to
the wine industry a spirits that poses no threat to your equilibrium. To-date,the wine industry a spirits that poses no threat to your equilibrium. To-date,
DAWA™ is a truly wholistic product that functions harmoniously with a multiplicityDAWA™ is a truly wholistic product that functions harmoniously with a multiplicity
of livelihoods. As an aphrodisiac it's a natural viagra, contributes to a healthyof livelihoods. As an aphrodisiac it's a natural viagra, contributes to a healthy
reproductive function, boost libido, raises the kundalini in both sexes and forreproductive function, boost libido, raises the kundalini in both sexes and for
athletes it strengthens your back. It's meditative quality has been beneficial toathletes it strengthens your back. It's meditative quality has been beneficial to
spiritualist seeking self discovery, the everyday person needing peace of mind, anspiritualist seeking self discovery, the everyday person needing peace of mind, an
artist with focus & expression and has certainly command it's own attention in theartist with focus & expression and has certainly command it's own attention in the
entertainment and nightlife atmosphere. Respectfully, DAWA™ creates the vibes toentertainment and nightlife atmosphere. Respectfully, DAWA™ creates the vibes to
experience Culcha in it's spiritual nature and our objective is to consistently beexperience Culcha in it's spiritual nature and our objective is to consistently be
available to set the taste in any setting. All proceeds raised from DAWA™ goesavailable to set the taste in any setting. All proceeds raised from DAWA™ goes
towards Culcha Foundation and it's quarterly operations.towards Culcha Foundation and it's quarterly operations.



Budget BreakdownSales at a GlanceSales at a Glance
DAWA™ ValuationDAWA™ Valuation

As of  Q4 2021As of  Q4 2021

$100,000$100,000

To new technologyTo new technology
developmentdevelopment35%35%

To investment inTo investment in
people and talentpeople and talent40%40%

Operations andOperations and
equipmentequipment25%25%

Key ChallengesKey Challenges
Shift  to Large Scale SetupShift  to Large Scale Setup
Employee Pool  ExpansionEmployee Pool  Expansion
Marketing & PromotionMarketing & Promotion

Financial Targets:Financial Targets:
1 ,000 Cases1,000 Cases

$180 (Rrp.  Per Bottle)$180 (Rrp.  Per Bottle)
21 .6M in Rrp Bottle Sales21.6M in Rrp Bottle Sales

$2000 (Wholesale 12 Per Box)$2000 (Wholesale 12 Per Box)
20M in Wholesale Box20M in Wholesale Box  

Future Plans For Growth:Future Plans For Growth:
$1M$1M

  Tech DevelopmentTech Development

Optimization of Current ProductsOptimization of Current Products
$1M$1M

Key ChallengesKey Challenges
Growth FundingGrowth Funding

Customized App DevelopmentCustomized App Development
Tiered Members ClubTiered Members Club

SubscriptionsSubscriptions



Growing DAWA™:Growing DAWA™:  
2022-24 Strategy2022-24 Strategy

RegionalRegional  
DistributionDistribution

RetailRetail  
SalesSales

ExclusiveExclusive  
EventsEvents

NationalNational
DistributionDistribution

DigitalDigital  
CampaignsCampaigns

Resorts &Resorts &  
WellnessWellness

ExposExpos



ExclusivExclusive access to any newe access to any new  
D A W A™ memberD A W A™ member

products***products***

$5K$5K
Tonic-making Virtual classTonic-making Virtual class

with Master Distillerswith Master Distillers    ++
Exclusive access to any newExclusive access to any new

products***products***

$10K$10K

  An elegant gold wine set includingAn elegant gold wine set including
gold cork opener, custom wine glass,gold cork opener, custom wine glass,

and gold shot measurer + Virtualand gold shot measurer + Virtual
Tonic-making class with MasterTonic-making class with Master
Distillers + 10%Distillers + 10%    discount on ALLdiscount on ALL
D A W A™ items**, Access to newD A W A™ items**, Access to new

products + Complimentary Invite toproducts + Complimentary Invite to
Exclusive Wine Tastings***Exclusive Wine Tastings***

$25K$25K
  15% Lifetime discount** on15% Lifetime discount** on  

D A W A™ + Access to new productsD A W A™ + Access to new products
and Complimentary Wineand Complimentary Wine

Tastings****** + Elegant Gold WineTastings****** + Elegant Gold Wine
set + Tnoic-making Virtual class withset + Tnoic-making Virtual class with

Founder(s) and Master DistillersFounder(s) and Master Distillers
  

$50K+$50K+
AngelAngel

InvestorsInvestors
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%100 Natural%100 Natural

HandcraftedHandcrafted

Premium ElixirPremium Elixir
Health & Sex BoostingHealth & Sex Boosting

Dawa@Culcha.orgDawa@Culcha.org Culcha.org/dawaCulcha.org/dawa

mailto:Dawa@Culcha.org
http://culcha.org/dawa

